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NEFF’s Mission

Through the application 
of our core expertise in 
conserving forestland and 
advancing Exemplary 
Forestry, New England 
Forestry Foundation helps 
the people of New 
England to sustain their 
way of life, protect forest 
wildlife habitat and 
ecosystem services, and 
mitigate and adapt to 
climate change.
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Encourage diverse markets

Before thinning After thinning to reduce mortality and increase 
growth on crop trees







We all like big trees
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Double the 
production 
of wood 
from New 
England 
forests while 
protecting 
other values



Differentiate: 
Urban form and 
density



A CLIMATE MITIGATION RESOLUTION COULD OFFSET

31% OF HUMAN EMISSIONS.





NEFF’s 
Exemplary 
Forestry
Leads Alec Giffen, 
Robert Perschel, and 
Lisa Hayden

o Differs from certification in several key 
ways:

o Landscape context is involved in 
developing plans on any one parcel

o Practices are defined based on 
needs of umbrella wildlife species 
at a landscape scale

o Average stocking across the 
landscape (for wood and therefore 
for carbon) is prescribed and high 
relative to typical commercial 
practices

o Aims to increase growth and 
harvest



Management for umbrella wildlife species

Source: Conservation Foundation
Big Reed. Source: MFS

The kind of habitat needed by American (Pine) marten

Den Trees Closed Crowns

Exemplary Forestry includes:



A stand size class distribution recommended by ecologists
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Saplings & Poles (30-40%)

Sawtimber (40-50%)

Source of all photos: 
Maine Forest Service

Seedlings (5-15%)

Exemplary Forestry includes:



Management that provides den trees, snags, and downed logs, as well 
as protects ecological reserves, soils, water quality, riparian areas
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Exemplary Forestry includes:



Growing and harvesting more wood – a central idea

Exemplary Forestry Includes



Growing better quality timber
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Source: jeffjosephwoodworker.com.

In terms of stumpage, 2 cords of sugar maple or red oak veneer 
(approximately 1,000 bd ft) can equal the value of 40 cords of hardwood pulp

Increasing both growth and quality can make management 
more profitable

Exemplary Forestry includes:



Exemplary Forestry…
Addresses Climate

Exemplary forestry 
maintains high levels of 
forest stocking

And provides for 
adaptive management to 
incorporate knowledge 
as it becomes available, 
for  increasing resilience 
to, adaptation for, and 
mitigation of, climate 
change. 

Opacum Land Trust’s property – climate-informed forestry Checklist



Growing better quality timber
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Source: jeffjosephwoodworker.com.

In terms of stumpage, 2 cords of sugar maple or red oak veneer 
(approximately 1,000 bd ft) can equal the value of 40 cords of hardwood pulp

Increasing both growth and quality can make management 
more profitable

Exemplary Forestry includes:



Opinion

Let’s Fill Our Cities With
Taller, Wooden Buildings
Trees are some of our best allies in solving the climate crisis.



The Forest to Cities Challenge:
Securing the Future in an Era 
Dominated by Climate Change

Leads: Frank Lowenstein, Robert Perschel, and Alec Giffen





We support using New England’s forests and building with 
wood to fight climate change. Please count on us to be part 
of a community of interest—from our forests to our cities—

that is committed to maximizing the climate benefits of 
forests and wood construction. We pledge to support 

sustainable mass timber as a climate solution because it is a 
win for the forest, a win for the rural economy, a win for 
urban quality of life, and a win for the planet’s health.



Half of New England Forests Harvest Little 
Wood But Consume a Good Deal

Diverse values can be served simultaneously by 
exemplary forest management
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A CLIMATE MITIGATION RESOLUTION COULD OFFSET

31% OF HUMAN EMISSIONS.



IPCC report

It’s the diagnosis you don’t want to hear from your 
doctor: 

“Every possible test has been done and the news is not good” 

--Katherine Hayhoe, Texas Tech University

Scientific view regarding forests, from National 
Geographic: 

“Existing forests must be protected to avoid dangerous climate 
change, warn a coalition of forest scientists in a statement.”

Carbon pricing --up to $5500 per ton of carbon by 2030–
equivalent in Massachusetts to perhaps $100,000 to 
$150,000 per acre.



What’s in the report

• Cut concrete emissions– but only by using carbon 
capture and storage.

• Plant up to 2.5 billion more acres of forests by 
2050– but little focus on management of existing 
forests

• Rapid transformation of urban infrastructure 
including deep reductions in energy use in 
buildings– but only focused on operational energy



What’s not in the report: Forest 
products as a climate solution
Potential to reduce carbon 
emissions by substituting
mass timber for steel and 
concrete– could reduce 
global CO2 emissions by 
14% to 31%. 

• Equivalent to other 
major climate wedges

• Reduces need for 
unproven technologies

• Provides an incentive to 
reduce deforestation

Photo by John Stanmeyer, National Geographic



What’s not in the report: Better 
forestry as a climate solution
Potential to address climate 
change through improved 
forest management on 
existing forest lands

• Higher stocking and 
productivity

• Addressing non-carbon 
effects of forest on 
albedo, water vapor and 
other critical climate 
variables

Photo by John Brissette, Northeastern Research Station



From carbon source to carbon sink.

About 5000 tons C02 emissions avoided.
Typical mass timber mid-rise building
+C sequestered in the wood.
+C sequestered in the growing forest.

Rendering, façade detail.
SHoP Architects, NY, NY
From Timber City exhibit





Differentiate: 
Urban form and 
density



“the Metro Mayors Coalition will need to add 185,000 housing 
units from 2015 – 2030 in order to meet demand and reduce –
or at least stabilize -- housing costs.”



What’s being 
built now: 5+1 stories, 
about 60 feet tall



Differentiate: Aesthetics
What could 
be built
Mjøstårnet–
280 feet tall

Includes 
apartments, 
offices, a 
hotel, a 
restaurant 
and adjoining 
swimming 
pool



Good neighbor construction: Less pollution, waste, noise, disruption on-site.
Less heavy moving equipment needed.
Faster. Certain amount of pre-fab.

Differentiate: Construction



Results

• Forest products at the 
center of climate-driven 
development

• Create jobs throughout 
the forest products 
sector 

• Create more housing
• Improve mobility and 

reduce future sprawl
• Help solve the climate

crisis



What’s needed to make mass timber
work here in New England?

Build Supply

Build Demand



ASSESSING THE WOOD SUPPLY AND INVESTMENT  

POTENTIAL FOR NEW ENGLAND ENGINEERED  

WOOD PRODUCTS MARKETS AND MILL

July, 2017

Download the full Pöyry report at 
http://newenglandforestry.org/connect/publications



CLT – International cost comparison
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Delivered costs of CLT

Transport to Boston

Other

Glue

Electricity
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Lumber

USD/ft3

When taking into account transport costs, the costs of New England are on par with or better than 
competitors for delivery to a construction project in Boston. 



Build It With Wood 

Forest to Cities Climate Challenge

• Link a carbon value chain from sustainably
managed forests to urban buildings

• Secure “commitments” from key stakeholders
at each step of that value chain

• Publicize commitments to build social license

NEFF is hiring now for a position to lead this
challenge.



Social license could lead to 
incentives to build demand
• Wood first/wood alternative policies

Public sector

Private sector

• Public policies that would scale state aid for housing 
and/or schools based on climate impact

• Investor-based strategies

Investment tax credits

Carbon credits

Recruiting climate-interested investors

• Reducing interest costs based on climate benefits


